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Abstract 

 

Many researches which have been conducted in Turkey show that audiences 

spend their leisure time mostly watching health programs, lifestyle, shopping, 

beauty, fashion, food and quiz show programs during the daytime on TV. 

These programs which mostly realize the entertaining function of television, 

make audiences informed about things and have fun.  

In parallel with social change and transformation, due to the effects of 

developments in technical sub-structure, some of these programs which aim to 

reach wider target group become a phenomenon, and some of them discontinue 

broadcasting. In these programs which are preferred mostly in late years, studio 

audiences, telephone connections and guests create interactive discussion 

atmosphere over there. Viewers obtain the opportunity of sharing their 

experiences and opinions in this way. 

The emigration to big cities and the needs of getting to know the people 

who are similar to themselves and pouring out one’s grievances constitute the 

main reasons why these people, who mostly spend their time at home alone as 

neighborhood culture has disappeared, prefer. 

Whereas in the beginning of 2000s, most programs for kids and music 

programs for young people were broadcast, the program themes changed in 

time and now programs which address to women/housewives have taken their 

place. In the course of time, women talk show programs in daytime about 

domestic sorrows, personal disasters and polemics, food programs which give 

recipes, health programs which give some clues for healthy life, marriage 

programs and programs related to personal skills have started to attract female 

watchers. Those also turn out to be popular programs which are shown in 

almost every television channel. At the present time, these programs define 

themselves as reel programs which demonstrate the real and spontaneous 
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things. The basic claim in these programs is to find solution to the problems of 

ordinary people through professionals in an educational and illuminating way. 

 This study, in which volatile preferences of Turkish viewers and reasons 

affecting the contents of the program constantly changing since the beginning 

of 2000s in Turkey, one of the countries having the highest rate of watching 

TV will be examined, will use the method of in-depth interviews with the 

people who are experts in their own fields. 

Keywords: Television, daytime programs, tabloidization, popular culture 
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Priorly to survive, all of the mass communication devices, which more or less  

affect perceptions of people, convey messages that will be enjoyed by the 

crowd and they  try to make the crowd really want these kind of messages 

(Erengezgin, 1993: 5). It won’t  be so assertive to say that television is in the 

center of commonly used mass  communication devices. ın 1950s television 

was developed in the USA and spread  around the world. While this 

communication device, which has become  important in people’s lives in a 

short time, firstly undertook the task to fulfill the need of getting  knowledge 

and learning, today its entertainment function is more in the foreground.  

According to studies, Turkish people spend averagely 4 hours in a day in 

front of the  television (Akkor, 2005: 58). In developing countries like Turkey 

because the literacy rate is low, messages given by television can be 

understood more easily by the majority  than the messages given by other mass 

communication devices. Because of the reason that television has an important 

effect on people’s perceptions about liffe and events, it has to fulfill its 

entertainment function recognising that it caters to public. Target group of 

television is less specific in comparison with the target group of other mass 

communication devices and it serves all walks of life without making culture 

class distinction. By having wide variety of content, television programs can 

offer alternetive to woman-man, young-old, people with differnet religion and 

nationality. Also offering current and requested as well as being cheap and 

easily obtained make it attrective. 

 

 

Evolution of Television in Turkey 

 

In 1964 with TRT’s (Turkish Radio and Television Broadcasting 

Corporation) starting to broadcast inTurkey, developments in the field of 

broadcasting also started and even if it was late it brought about private 

television channels in our lives. 

Fromits beginning to work, TRT’s technical, administrative and program 

staff have highly increased in number, corporation has gained financial power, 

important improvements have been seen in technical hardware and program 

production, broadcasting hours have extended. However, as the reflection of 

TRT’s deficiency of inner organisaiton arrangements,redundancy of staff, 

inadequacy of coordination between technical, administrative and program 

staff, centralism of hieararchical sructure factors like application “package 

program” negatively affected the development of broadcasting (Ural, 2009: 

231).  

Economic globalization’s effects have started to be observed after 1980 in 

Turkey. In this period named as the New World System, Turkey has undergone 

to a rapid change socially. One of these changes started with the privatization 

of television channels (Ergül, 200: 158). Since 1990s private channels’ starting 

to broadcasting has begun with Magic Box (Today Star Tv). Principal purpose 

of Star Television was to prepeare Turkey to an new structure. Later the variety 

of channels increase with Show Tv and Teleon’s starting to broadcasting and in 
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1994 the number of television channels in Turkey became 400. Increasing of 

private channels also rose the competition between channels and because of the 

worry about rating, popularity gradually became more important than the 

education in the choice of program presenters. Especially after 1980s 

international program exchange has begun and in recent years it has been seen 

an increase in the number of foreign format programs in daytime like 

Yemekteyiz and Doktorum. However, domestically produced programs that 

suit Turkish culture and hook the audience to the screen such as  Esra Erol’la 

Evlen Benimle, Esra Ceyhan’la A’dan Z’ye, Sbahın Sedası, Deryalı Günler 

arouse the biggest interest. 

 

 

Popular Culture and Effects of Popular Culture on Public 

 

The word ‘popular’ etymologically has similar roots with the words 

‘population, public, pub, publication, people’. These words are used in 

meaning of “ chosen or liked by most of the people”. Popular Culture, which is 

commonly accepted, watched and prefered by public, isn’t the production of 

local community anymore. It is popular which means even if it doesn’t belong 

to everyone it belongs to majority including mass (Erdoğan, 1999: 75). Term 

‘popular culture’  first came up in the beginning of 1970s and it is an important 

part of television broadcasting contemporarily. Popular culture, which mostly 

directed to entertainment and spending time, affects our daily behaviors as well 

as takes an important role in formation of our attitudes. “Popular culture is a 

usage and consumption culture.” In popular culture “capitalist image 

coming with buy, use, throw, use, consume, enjoy is very powerful and 

most of the time supports capitalism’s colorful pluralism. In cognitive 

context, meanings and tastes are produced actively in public in popular 

culture.” It also caused media culture to became dominant culture. Although 

popular culture produces artificial happiness in daily life for the reason that it 

has a decceptive feature it masks the facts. For shortly, by means of popular 

culture borders in our world have been removing and the world has been 

becoming a “Global Village”. Because the popular programs are broadcasted 

regularly they are demanded by mass. As well as becoming addictive they also 

turn into a need gradually. Thus, this kind of programs create their own target 

audience. 

“‘Public culture’ in television is not a public culture anymore; it 

became a part of popular show culture.” 

Popular culture, whose basic is consumption, is temporary,  not permenant. 

It is commercial and based on show. Most of the television channels decide 

program contents with the worry of rating and in order to get more 

advertisement they tend to the contents that help to carry out this purpose. 

Everyday in various channels while foods are cooked by sponsorship of oil 

companies, in other programs of same channels sporting equipments are 

advertised in order to get rid of this oil (Karpuz, 2007: 71) 
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Popular Culture and Changing into Magazine in Turkish Media 

With television’s entering to all homes and popular culture’s effect created 

by West, a cultural breaking point was seen in Turkey. And popular culture 

became a more common phenomenon in our country than in western societies. 

Although it wasn’t menitoned about popular culture in Anatolia, since 1980s 

American popular culture has influenced Turkish Culture by means of media. 

The word ‘magazine’ was derived from French word ‘le magasine’ and 

means shop or boutique. Magazine means “Publishing  rich in picture and talks 

about various issues which interest most of the society” (www.tdk.gov.tr). 

Magazine prevents people from thinking about daily problems in their lives 

and even if it is for a short time, it aims to make people enjoy their time by 

watching the lives of others. What differs magazine from gossip in normal life 

is its presenting famous people’s lives. Magaine is an attempt for being close to 

people who are always distant to society (Kıvanç, 2001: 68). It is carried out to 

satisfy the curosity of seeing the man or woman, who is on the stage and in the 

screen in their ‘private ‘ lives, without costumes and out of his or her role that 

makes them famous. these ‘magazine’ events, whose charm and audience is 

gradually rising, show that the distance between social classes are getting 

bigger everyday (Tekelioğlu, 1998: 5) 

Before 1980s private lives which are seen confidential came out with 

daytime programs as out pouring or confessing objects regardless of famous or 

ordinary. In Turkish Media most of the television programs have been 

becoming ‘Televole’
1
 and they have brought the becoming magazine fact in the 

foreground since 1991. Parellelism between the society’s general knowledge 

and popular magazine culture’s rapid increase, put forward that actually this is 

a matter of supply and demand. Beginning from 2000s, gossip programs, 

magazine programs in which private lives are uncovered and popular people in 

Turkey live their private lives in front of cameras have become widespread.    

In mid 2000s people like Ahu Tuğba and Meriç Erkan, Banu Alkan and Murat 

Taşdemir became indispensable phenomenons in daytime television. Popular 

culture doesn’t belong to anyone. Although mostly adress to lower and middle 

class of society. It is up-to-date and always undergo change (Sarı, 2006: 70). 

Exaggration and content are indispensable elements of popular culture. 

While the lives of ordinary people are displayed, exaggration and 

sensationalism are also kept in the foreground with the programs like “Yalçın 

Çakır ile Yüzleşme” and  “İtirazım var”. Another concept by which we can 

observe exaggration is admiration. And in order to present daytime television 

programs presenters who have a lot of fan are chosen. For example, Seda 

Sayan’s election as the most reliable famous person in Turkey and her helps to 

poor are all part of the admiration people have. However, most of the 

presenters who are described as  ‘in’ gradually become ‘out’ and they are not 

                                                             
1Becoming Televole: In a narrow sense it is a type of magazine. It was a popular culture 

production which was firstly included sport news but later with format cahnging started to give 

news mostly about magazine. Programs with the same content put the idiom ‘becoming 

televole' 
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broadcasted anymore for the reason that they are watched constantly. This is 

the result of consumption fact that is created by popular culture. 

 

2003-2010 Daytime Television Programs 
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2003 29 7 7 4 1 6 7 9 21 8 5 1 5 0 

2004 44 11 7 9 1 15 23 45 45 0 3 0 8 0 

2005 30 10 10 2 2 8 12 5 35 2 2 0 3 0 

2006 40 21 6 6 0 8 15 15 48 2 5 0 10 0 

2007 17 13 10 1 11 9 3 11 39 3 2 1 3 0 

2008 35 20 5 5 6 7 30 29 50 2 1 0 10 3 

2009 11 8 4 1 8 13 1 1 27 3 0 1 1 3 

2010 2 11 3 5 11 9 16 13 49 0 0 3 9 3 

 

When we scan the first 100 programs in the ratings of television channels 

broadcasting domestically between 2003 and 2010 we meet a table like this: 

 

 A decrease is seen in children programs from 2003 to 2010. That 

is because of the increase of channels broadcasting thematically 

for the children. 

 It is seen that between 2006-2008 woman oriented programs are a 

lot in number. These programs’contents which choose only 

women as the target group have been changed over time. 

Different types of programs have come out of women oriented 

programs (eg. cooking prg., reality prg., etc.) 

 From 2003 to 2010 a decreae is seen in cooking programs. That is 

because cooking programs were turned into game shows and 

programs including cooking increased (eg. Yemekteyiz, etc.) 

 Between 2003-2010 in daytime programs soap operas always take 

place. 

 Between 2003-2010 in daytime programs an increase is seen in 

reality programs (eg Müge Anlı ile Tatlı Sert, Boşanmak 

İstemiyorum, etc.) 

 Between 2003-2010 game shows always take place. Contents of 

these game shows vary (eg. Passaparola, Aileler Yarışıyor, 

Yemekteyiz, Gelinim Olur musun?, etc.) 

 Between these years besides soap operas foreign and Turkish 

movies always take place. 
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 Between 2003-2010 when we look at daytime programs, it is seen 

that Turkish Television series always take place abundantly. 

Especailly television series which take place in prime time with 

high ratings are broadcasted in daytime again. 

 While personal developlment and music programs (eg. Klip) took 

place in large number in the beginnings of 2000s, number of these 

programs has showed a decrease over the years. Espcially 

openning of thematic channels including only music become 

effective at this point. 

 An important increase is seen in health programs when we come 

to 2010. 

 When we look at the thematic programs in terms of content, 

programs including religion and whose objective is Ramadan 

month always exist. 

 Beginning from 2008 marriage programs with similar contents 

have been continuing increasingly in most of the channels. 

 

Generally, between the years 2003-2010 in the channels which included in 

rating measurement, it is seen that childeren and music programs were 

completely omitted from broadcast. From then on these issues take place in 

thematic channels whose contents are throughly constituted by children and 

muic programs. Soap Operas, Turkish television series, foreign movies and 

Turkish movies find a place to themselves in every period. Especially game 

shows, marriage and health programs are the most popular programs in recent 

years. 

 

 

Daytime Television Programs 

 

Daytime programs start at 6.00 am and continue until 6.00 pm. Due to the 

fact that people watching daytime programs are mostly the housewives who are 

at home in theose hours, daytime programs generally adress to women. Woman 

oriented programs are mostly presented by women presenters and their target 

audience is women. 

In daytime programs, how to cook better is shown to women, recipes are 

given, how to feed babies is thought, which pretty outfits to wear to the bodies 

without cellulite and fat is illustrated, it is explained which cosmetics are good 

for what. As a result of all these applications womam aims to get approved 

more by her husband (Sökmen, 2006: 60)  

Woman who follows the broadcasts on media, behaves according to her 

roles in real life. A hosewife, who has no effecitve connection with the life out 

of her home and tied to traditional, patriarchal values, prefers fictional to news 

(Sökmen, 2006: 51). 

While matchmaker programs like ‘Esra Erol’da Evlen Benimle’ 

broadcasted by ATV, ‘Zuhal Topla’la İzdivaç’ broadcasted by Star Tv, 

dedective investigation programs like ‘Müge Anlı ile Tatlı Sert’ broadcasted by 
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ATV and agitaion programs like Seda Sayan’s ‘Susma’ broadcasted by Kanal 

D in 2009 are produced, although it has no worry, TRT as an official channel 

broadcastes programs with similar contents like ‘Çeyiz Show’. 

Eventhough women’s television watching durations in daytime are more 

than men due to the fact that active participation of women to labor force is not 

high in Turkey, nowadays an increase is seen in men watching these kinds of 

programs. Neverthless woman oriented programs’ presenters are generally 

women, there are some programs with both man and woman presenters 

together in order to adress men also. Duartions of woman oriented programs 

change from 1.5 hour and 3 hours.  

 

 

Daytime Television Program Formats İn Turkey 

 

In Turkey where there are more channels compared to developed 

countries, there is a difficulty in competition enviroment pass through program 

formats. Entertainment oriented broadcast, which are seen in USA television, 

dominate nearly all television programs. At the same time rate of foreign origin 

productions are quite high (Atik, 2006: 201). 

Women oriented programs in Turkey started with the program named 

‘Kadın ve Evi’ in year 1972 in TRT (Çağan, 2006). Women oriented programs, 

partly in same formats until 2000s, gain a diversity after 2000s. Women 

oriented programs according to their target audiences discuss different issues in 

differetn manners. Reconciliation of people who split up, magazine, talk with 

famous guest are common women oriented program formats. Also there are 

programs which are broadcasted for losts and found lots of people who had 

been lost. In women oriented programs generally woman in bad condition, 

exposed to maltreatment and who voices their problems and searches for a 

solution are guests. Besides in these programs audiences take a more active 

role than in any other program formats. In some of women oriented prograsm a 

jury can be composed of guests (www.vikipedia.com). 

In the foolowing categories we can examine daytime television program 

formats basicly: 

 

1. Reality Shows (Discussion, marriage, reconciliation, finding 

losts). 

2. Programs which include conversations with famous people and 

experts (Women oriented, personal development) 

3. Reality Game Shows. 

4. Marriage programs. 

5. Music programs. 

6. Cooking programsç 

7. Health programs. 
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1.  Reality Game Shows: 

Beginning from 2000s, a change over in television understanding from 

‘public’ oriented television programs which aims to teach cooking, turning left 

over objects into functional households, looking after children and tips about 

house economics to the programs which handle women’s problems more 

‘openly’ and sensatioanlly, has been started (Akbulut ve Akça, 2005: 49). In 

Turkey, first woman oriented talk show program started broadcasting in 

January 2002 and was presented by Yasemin Bozkurt, was ‘Kadının Sesi’.  

These kinds of programs include agitation, handle bad, true life events. 

These programs in which victims join the program by coming to studio as 

guests or by live telephone connection, can be thought not to sustain curiosity 

of audiences. However, these programs can sustain continuity by both handling 

the rest of the previous event in the every new episode and by handling new 

issues always. Also, ‘vtr’s which are  broadcasted in order to remind previous 

episodes are the part of an effort to underline the reality of stories. We can 

exemplify these kind of programs which were popular until 2005 by “Bizbize” 

with Serap Izgü, “İtirazim Var” with Asuman Dabak, “Hayatı Paylaşmak” with 

İkbal Gürpınar, “Susuma” with Seda Sayan and “Tatlı Sert” with Müge Anlı. 

Instead of giving solutions, these programs which claim that they find solutions 

to people who has trouble in their family lives and marriages, they stay in the 

borders of traditional roles for men and women identified by society by making 

statements as “That is that and fait accomplish” (Kutlu, 2010: 56). 

 

2.  Programs which include converations with famous people and experts: 

In these conversation including programs all kinds of issues from health, 

food recipes, beauty to handcrafts are talked. Differing from women oriented 

reality shows, in these kindds of programs, besides talking about problems like 

looking after children, health, aesthetics, etc., famous guests are also invited in 

order to the studies, it is seen that against their problems women watching 

dayitme television programs consider the views of experts appearing  in these 

kindds of programs instead of asking an expert psychologist or a lawyer for 

help. 

We can exemplify these programs by “Sabahların Sultanı” with Seda 

Sayan, “ Arım, Balım, Peteğim” with Petek Dinçöz, “ Ademler ve Havvalar” 

with Ayşenur Yazıcı, “A’dan Z’ye with Esra Ceyhan, “Deryalı Günler” with 

Derya Baykal, “ Hergün” with Gülben Ergen, “Ebruli” with Ebru Şallı. 

3.  Reality Game Shows: 

Although these kinds of programs have very different contents, basicly 

they are intended to meet the entertainment need of society. 

We can exemplify these programs by “Yemekteyiz”, “Tatlım Benim” with 

Oya Aydoğan and Tarık Pabuçcuoğlu, “Biri Bizi Gözetliyor”, “Kaynana Gelin 

Yatışıyor”, “Süper Aile”, “Çeyiz Show”. 

4.  Marriage Programs: 

With the program named “Dest-I İzdivaç” started broadcasting in 2007, 

marriage programs have become one of the most watched programs of daytime 

television. In marriage programs, issues like marriage and choosing spouse are 
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handled in a marriage format and family institution’s privacy is taken away. 

While trying to modernize marriages, broadcasts are made with an ethic 

understanding which ignore social values, by these kinds of programs 

displaying marriage institute in public. We can exemplify these programs by 

“Esra Erol’da Evlen Benimle” with Esra Erol, “Izdivaç” with Zuhal Topal, “Su 

Gibi” with Songül Karlı and Uğur Arslan. 

With matchmaker programs which are miraculous for some people, it is 

seen that material things for marriage substitute for cultural, economic and 

social functions of marriage. People in these programs can decide to marrry 

before seeing suitors by asking their salaries, jobs and if they have a house or 

not. As a public institute cultural expression of marriage is handled as a 

unifiying and constitutive element of the new collective age. Although it is 

confirmed by most of the people that again in these programs some values -

privacy, holiness of marriage- become eroded, it can be looked to things come 

true as a typical invasion of an inevitable cultural corruption (Köse, 2006: 350-

352). 

 

5. Music Programs: 

Interest to the music programs which are among the entertainment 

programs addressing to youngs, mostly in the beginning of 2000s, gradually 

decreased and gave their place in daytime television to other programs. 

Contents of these programs were clip shows prepeared accroding to the album 

selling rates, reading of faxes come from audiences and playing songs wanted 

by audiences. Later live music shows were broadcasted by inviting famous 

singers to these programs underwent a change with the attendance of famous. 

We can exemplify these programs by “Klip 2000”, “Sabah Şekerleri”, “Mavi 

Şeker” with Ece Erken. 

 

6. Cooking  Programs: 

New recipes, kitchen knowledge and tips about cooking is mentioned as 

well as famous guests are invited to these women oriented programs to take 

their opinions about the foods cooked. During the foods are being cookedü 

they have different conversations and talk about current issues. We can 

exemplify programs by “Yeşil Elma” with Oktay Ekşi, “Ellerine Sağlık” with 

Elif Karlı. 

 

7. Health Programs: 

These programs, which handle issues of great interest to public health, go 

conversationally by attendance of doctors. Issues like health problems of studio 

guests and audiences join by telephone and cures which can be found are 

talked. Aims of these programs are to raise awareness of public about and to 

provide public to take precautions against illnesses. We can exemplify these 

programs by “Doktorum”, “Uzman Gözüyle”. 
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Methodology 

 

In the research, in-depth interview was done with 6 participants who are 

experts in their fields and 12 questions were prepeared. Chosen participants are 

from television sector; program manager Rmazan Uzan, lawyer and television 

producter Armağan Çağlayan, Show Tv domestic productions director Caner 

Erdem, program producer and an old advertiser Fikret Eskişarlı, program 

producer Derya Nurhat and producer, director Fatih Aksoy. 

Research duration is between 2nd December 2010 and 1st February 2011. 

As daytime television programs cooking, marriage, women oriented, health and 

game show programs are evaluated mainly. Daytime television programs 

period is determined as 06.00am - 06.00pm. 

Ramazan Uzan has worked as director of photography and director in 

Show Tv. At present he works as the manager of domestic productions in Show 

Tv. He has been assigned as technical coordinator in “Kuzeyin Oğlu” and 

“Yemekteyiz”.  

Derya Nurhat has worked in program called “Kadınlar ve Erkekler”. 

Later, she has been assigned as implementer producer and producer. of the 

programs “Olmaz Böyle Şey” in Arya Production Company. Finally, she has 

worked in “Kabare Atölyesi” which is produced by Medyapım for Star Tv. 

Now she works in the technical team of ATV. 

Fikret Eskişarlı is the owner of Exinmark Production Company. He has 

produced “Çeyiz Show” for TRT. Also he works as freelance advertiser. 

Caner Erdem has worked as director in “Hugo”. Erdem, who has gained 

experience in Show Tv, is coordinator of Show Tv domestic productions. He 

has worked as the general productor of “Kuzeyin Oğlu” and “Yemekteyiz”. 

Fatih Aksoy has directed the programs “Laf Lafı Açıyor”, “Huysuz 

Show” and television series “Dadı” and has produced the program called 

“Şahane Pazar”. At the moment he is the general manager and CEO of 

Medyapım production. 

Armağan Çağlayan owns AR&YA Production Company which he has 

founded with Osman Yağmur Dereli and Format Production Company which 

he owns himself. He has worked as editorial coordinator of the programs like 

“Huysuz Show, Bülent Ersoy Show, Hülya Avşar Show, Kim 500 Milyar 

İster”. At present he is the assistant general manager of Medyapım Company.  

 

 

Results of In-depth Interview 

 

For the question “What sort of factors are being effective in deciding 

daytime television programs and changing of the contents of these programs?” 

Participants expressed that generally curiosity and interests of women are being 

effective. Besides Fatih Aksoy says that imitation is being effective in 

television programs and because the intelligence level of daytime television 

audience is low, programs which are more easily understood and has low 

tempo are showed. Also Derya Nurhat explains this situation by the programs 
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using famous women as screen faces who know street culture and have a bit 

low education level are prefered. While Fikret Eskişarlı thinks that channel 

owners and program managers aren’t effective in deciding content, Caner 

Erdem defends just vice versa and besides this he argues that the change is 

totally parallel to the change of life. As for Derya Nurhat rating measurements 

are totally effective in program choosing. Also she connects getting bored with 

already exists with alreay exists with Turkey’s being a consumption society. 

According to Caner Erdem, due to the fact that all the programs are measured, 

if a program isn’t liked, a new one should be produced. 

What do you think about variation of the contents of daytime television 

programs in the last ten years? Foe,r examplemto the question that asks while 

there were programs like “Sabah Şekerleri” , “Klip 2000” before. Today there 

are programs like “Doktorum”, “Yemekteyiz”, “İzdivaç”; about the structural 

transformation of daytime television programs, participants gave the answer 

that while previously cooking and health issues were sprinkled into daytime 

women oriented programs, today programs which individually have health and 

cooking contents are broadcasted. According to Fatih Aksoy and Derya Nurhat, 

because Yemekteyiz spies on people’s lives and nestles gossip, it is a 

successful program. Fatih Aksoy connects the reason of “ ‘Yemekteyiz’s well 

performance in Turkey with its being a format which analize people good”. “ 

We go to our friens’s home, leave and get on the car, definitely we want to talk 

about the issues like foods, hosting with our wife or husband”. According to 

Ramazan Uzan marriage programs are peculiar to Turkey. Turkey is a 

tradition-directed country and marriage is a holy institution for Turkish public 

so helps of neighbours, friends and family to people who wants to marry is an 

accepted situation. 

For the question “What is the most important factor of programs like 

‘Yemektayiz’ and ‘İzdivaç’s becoming phenomenon?” Fikret Eskişarlı, Caner 

Erdem and Ramazan Uzan say that they suceed because of gossip, food recipes 

and reality of life handled in these programs arouse the curiosity of women 

audiences. Fatih Aksoy and Fikret Eskişarlı connect derivation of these 

program’s counterparts with Turkish televison programmer’s tendency to 

imitate the successful prorams. Fatih Aksoy also connects marriage program’s 

becoming phenomenon with discovery of using people who have nothing to 

lose as show materials in televisions. Derya Nurhat connects a similar situation 

with Turkey’s social structures being Anatolian oriented. Finally, Caner Erdem 

indicates that there is a social reality in ‘İzdivaç’ and ‘ Yemekteyiz’, Armağan 

Çağlayan indicates that reality shows will never finish but only they will 

transform and these programs are reality shows, too.  

For the question, “Compared to prime time, what is the affecting and 

guidance power of daytime television programs on target group?” Fikret 

Eskişarlı and Ramazan Uzan thinks that daytime televison programs have more 

affecting power. At the same time  Ramazan Uzan says that people who are at 

home in daytime are more canalized to daytime television. Caner Erdem 

explains the same situation by saying  “When you catch the woman in daytime 

television, you carry an audience to television because she watches television 
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in the evening also. So you start to make advertisements of prime time between 

those programs.” As for Armağan Çağlayan, he expresses that “If Seda Sayan 

is still chosen as the most reliable person, daytime television has the affecting 

power.” Fatih Aksoy defends just vice versa. While he thinks that especially 

daytime television has no affecting power, television is just an entertainment 

object, people watch it and talk about the events if they enjoy. He also says “ 

Each class watch television with a filter and I think that the things which come 

through this filter are the things they want to believe”. Derya Nurhat argues 

that daytime television programs goes parallel to the daily lives of women. 

Anything that talked on television become life styles of women especially who 

immigrates from villages to cities. 

For the question, “What is the reason for daytime television studio 

program’s being live broadcasts?” General opinion is lower costs, interactivity, 

controlling being watched, sense of interfering to the audience immediately, 

making the people live the feeling of “What will happen?” and being up to 

date. Armağan Çağlayan humorously explains this situation by saying “ For 

example in Müge Anlı’s program everything happens so suddenly that 

someone is pulling out a gun surprisingly, at the same time someone is saying 

something, Actually it is also a reality show”. Fatih Aksoy refers the cost issue 

by saying “These things are broadcasted lively in the countries which has less 

money”. 

For the question, “Although TRT isn’t included in AGB’s rating 

measurement, what is the reason for TRT’s including similar kinds of programs 

broadcasted on private channels, especially in recent years by using famous 

people as the face of program?” General opinion is TRT should handle issues 

which people are less interested in. Armağan Çağlayan talked about this issue 

by saying “ It would be good if TRT could be as BBC in Englend”. Fatih 

Aksoy thinks that TRT should broadcast programs which are not broadcasted 

by other channels with the worry of rating. Armağan Çağlayan indicates that “ 

Rating is not for audience but for the advertiser”. In this respect Fatih Aksoy 

indicates that TRT doesn’t gain its income from advertisings as a result of this 

for Fikret Eskişarlı TRT shouldn’t worry about rating. From the answers given 

for this question we reach the solution that actually there is no difference 

between the broadcasting of private channels and TRT. Eventually the people 

who have same mentality do broadcasting. So resemblances between private 

channels and official channel are probable. The only difference is most of the 

youths who work in private channels are head and shoulders above most of the 

producers and directors of TRT, working conditions make people compete and 

think analytically. 

“How the criteria in Turkish family and society which are seen as 

shameful in the past in case they are declared such as divorce, living together 

without marrying, virginity, becoming a widow or marrying of a widow again 

became situations talked without hesitation by big crowds through television 

programs?” For the question, “In the last years television programs used to be 

broadcasted for middle class but today are these programs started to be 

boradcasted for lower class by thinking ‘these people have nothing to lose’?”  
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Fikret Eskişarlı and Fatih Aksoy think that lower class has a nutritious feature. 

However, Ramazan Uzan believes that programs address to general but what is 

important that they need to address majority. While Caner Erdem sees these 

non-ethical and thiinks that weakness and victimization of society shouldn’t be 

showed on scree, Armağan Çağlayan says that these kinds of events also 

happen because society has a dynamic structure so this change is normal. 

Besides he thinks that society is progressing with talking the issues which are 

not talked in past. Ana Ramazan Uzan describes this changes as natural 

transformation. Fikret Eskişarlı argues that television watching people aren’t 

AB group, C and D group watch televison more so television producers need to 

make productions that address to C and D group. 

In daytime televison programs, it is observed that while previously only 

women join the programs, in recent years men also join by being guests in 

studio or connecting by telephone. For the question “How do you evaluate 

this?”  Participants generally think that men have started to be interested in 

daytime television programs because of unemployment and boredom. Derya 

Nurhat says “ Women always feel safe near men, joining of men in something 

inspire cofidence for them.” Rmazan Uzan degrades this situaton and says that 

this situation is not connceted to program content. Men who enrol agencies 

with ambition of becoming famous join these programs as guests.  

When the first marriage prograsm are started, in his own program Okan 

Bayülgen told Esra Erol “ I am not saying that I approve but the thing you do ‘s 

a big broadcasting success.” For the question, “How do you evaluate this 

remark?” General opinion is, although Esra Erol doesn’t broadcast a program 

generally approved, in terms of broadcasting it is successful. Acccording to 

Derya Nurhat program’s starting in Flash TV and transferring to Star is big 

success. And Armağan Çağlayan indicates that transferring of a program called 

“Aşk Böceği Ebru” to television which was previously broadcasted on the 

radio is a big success. Instead of broadcasting in big channels it has been a 

good choice for this kind of program to broadcast in a channel such as Flash 

TV which address to group D. Derya Nurhat thinks that it is remarkable that 

while Esra Erol was in Flash TV she had a more vulgar style but after she 

transferred to Star TV she showed herself like a lady. According to Derya 

Nurhat programs presented by famous people like İclal Aydın, Defne Samyeli 

who address to group A-B cannot be long-term. For this question Ramazan 

Uzan refers the need of examining for their becoming successful whether 

because it is behaved according to expectations of society or because 

broadcasting requires this or else it is of good quality and people watch it. 

While Fatih Aksoy says “I would like to make a broadcast like a dating 

program if it came to my mind.” Caner Erdem indicates that he doesn’t 

approve showing up private feelings on television but conditions of television 

world push people to broadcast these kinds of programs. 

For the question, “Generally, when you look at the varying of television 

programs in years, how many different Turkey do you see?” We see that 

participants have participants have different point of views. For this qustion 

Fikret Eskişarlı looks at the aspect of program variety and expresses “Someone 
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does a creative work and the others imitates this or foreign format programs 

whose success was proven are broadcasted.” Derya Nurhat looks at this 

question from the view of channel difference. According to Nurhat there are 4 

different Turkey. These are; period of TRT, private channels’ self discovery 

and striving to creae a television habit in society period, period when thematic 

channels are popular and current period in which there are formats and dramas 

like in abroad. Fatih Aksoy approaches this issue from socio-cultural aspect. 

According to Aksoy there are two different Turkey. East and west are 

seperated in terms of television watching habits. The same program isn’t 

watched evenly in east and west. Producers make the same program for 

different Turkeys. Ramazan Uzan looks this issue in terms of television 

productions. According to Uzan “For example in ‘Aşk-ı Memnu’ a luxurios life 

is showed up on the other hand in ‘Yaprak Dökümü’ a more modest and closer 

life to lives of society i showed. This is what should be done; everyone should 

find something from himself or herself in television.” According to Armağan 

Çağlayan there isi no diffrence like this. Caner Erdem associates this situation 

with cultural structure.  

For the question, “Well, what types of prograsm are waiting television 

audiences from now on?”  There is a general belief in continuing of television 

series will become more qualified productions and if the durations of tv series 

fall to 45 minutes, channels wont’t be able to pass over prime time with just 

one tv serie and because of this costs of television channels will rise but 

employment will increase. By refering to what need to be done instead of what 

will happen, Fikret Eskişarlı thinks that program managers should change and 

they need to avoid imitations. Derya Nurhat and Armağan Çağlayan think that 

internet broadcasting gradually will take the place of television, also Armağan 

Çağlayan believes that hegemony of television series gradullay will come to an 

end. On the other hand Caner Erdem thinks that this situation won’t be diffrent, 

like in the past broadcasters will have to give what audiences want. Ramzan 

Uzan believes that hegemony of television series in pirme time should be 

ended. 

For the question,”Do you find AGB’s rating measurement reliable?” 

Ramazan Uzan, Fikret Eskişarlı and Derya Nurhat say that they certainly don’t 

find reliable. Uzan Says that with 2000 informant a measurement can’t be 

done. While Eskişarlı argues that cultural level of people who live in the house 

measurement device is fixed is important, Nurhat indicates that AGB is an 

indestructable taboo. Because of this, a drifferent measurement need to be 

found. Apart from this Fatih Aksoy refers that this measurement  is important 

for advertiser if it is done wrong, advertiser’s money is stolen. This situation 

doesn’t interest producers. Armağan Çağlayan says that he has to trust, thereis 

no choice. However, common opinion of participants is television series 

whisch are watched by everyone and in the following day make people talk 

about themselves can be seen in lower lines in rating system and television 

series which are thought never watched like ‘Arka Sokaklar’ and ‘Akasya 

Duarğı’ surprisingly become first in ranking.  
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Conclusion 

 

As a result of human’s ambition to dominate aon nature, day to day 

technology shows an improvement fastly and one of the biggest change is lived 

in communication field. Unfortunately, technılogical improvements bring a 

social corruption which increase seriously contemporarily. Doubtlessly at the 

head of technological improvements which have the power of affecting society, 

there are communication devices. Today mass comunication devices convey 

messages which interest mass in order to persist and these kinds of messages 

are tried to be made really desirable by mass. 

Because the offerings of television, which is at the head of mass 

communication devices, are consumed at home atmosphere although it seems 

to bring families closer physically, it mentally alienate individuals from each 

other and cause families untie. 

In the beginning of 2000 while progrmas which address to youth lile music 

programs were took place on televisions, when we come to the mid of 2000s 

mostly women oriented prograsm started to be broadcasted. And at the end of 

2000s it is observed that men are also included to the atrget group of women 

oriented prograsm. Apart from this, everyday people who appear in programs 

start to voice all of their troubles and problems without hesitation by taking the 

risk of being watched by everyone. Programs which address to every culture 

level are varying and this bring questioning of these programs ethically to the 

agenda. 

As a result of  in-depth interviews, it comes up that in the changing of 

daytime television programs’ contents it is behaved women oriented. Generally 

in the programs, elements which can pull women audience to screen are 

provided if a program format catches the audience, imitations of this program 

are made. In the diversification of daytime television program contents, it is 

observed that they sound target group out and accordingly decide program 

contents. General opinion on the most important factor in programs’ becoming 

phenomenon like ‘Yemektayiz’ and ‘İzdivaç’ is people who join these 

programs reflect society and audiences find something from themselves. It is 

seen that when compared to prime time, daytime television has more affecting 

power on target group. Because person who is alone at home can canalize more 

to television. But in the evenings in a crowded home inattentiveness is 

experienced. By all of the participants it is showed that the only reason for 

television programs becoming live broadcasts is its low costs. Participants 

think that TRT shouldn’t make broadcasts like private channels do. And 

official television should keep its own identitiy. Apart from participants who 

think elements which are morally low shouldn’t be showed on televisions, 

there are also participants who think showing these elements on television has 

a positive effect on the improvement of development levels of society. It is 

seen that socio-cultural differences of east and west of Turkey reflects 

television watching habits. In the same way such a socio-cultural difference 

stands out in television programs, too. About future, opinion about internet 

broadcasting will take the place of television is strong. Generally measurement 
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done by AGB isn’t found reliable. On the other hand, because there is no other 

measurement, the opinion that we are obliged to believe this outweighs.  
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